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Introduction

First of all, thank you for taking the time to read our first OASI annual report. An enormous
amount of time, effort and hope has gone into this project.

At Eticas, our mission is to protect people in technology processes. Our work makes us
acutely aware that tech harms are both widespread and growing. Our society’s tendency
to deploy complex data processes in areas that affect the most vulnerable (inmates,
women victims of domestic violence, patients, children, people on government benefits,
etc.) means that such harms often go unreported and invisibilized, as they affect groups
that are at a disadvantaged position.

We can’t protect people if we don’t know what potentially harmful technological systems
exist. With this in mind, several years ago we set out to bring the algorithmic society to
light by mapping its use, but our efforts were futile. We called public bodies, asked
people working in private companies, professionals working on technology issues, friends
and family about whether they knew of algorithms being used around them, on them or
in their field of work. Surprisingly, they often did not understand our questions. When we
started, algorithms were not yet on the agenda. Only “automation” seemed to make
sense to those we talked to, and even then they could not think of relevant examples of
real-life implementation of automated systems.

That is not the case today. Artificial intelligence, algorithms and automated
decision-making systems are on the news on a near-daily basis. Mostly covered in
celebratory ways, but sometimes also from a critical perspective. Times are better, now,
to work on these issues, and so we decided to give new life to our OASI project.

We hope this registry of social-impact algorithms will empower citizens to find out more
about how crucial decisions about their lives and opportunities are being made, and help
civil society organisations map how and where algorithms are impacting their
constituents. More than anything, however, we want to show that keeping track of
algorithms is possible. That an Algorithmic Registry capturing basic data on the AI
systems that surround us is possible. And that if Eticas can do it, so can our governments.

Our efforts in OASI go beyond merely listing what is out there. We have turned our search
process into a research exercise where we explore and test ways to classify and make
sense of the diverse trends and technologies that fill up the algorithmic space. As you will
read below, we’ve put a lot of effort into the different categories we use to systematise the
information we compile on each algorithm, and to classify and understand impacts and
harms. OASI is an ongoing exercise in capturing and analysing how automated decisions
make their ways into all areas of life, and what that means to us individually and
collectively, but also to our rights, values, and democratic processes.
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We can only hope that you find OASI useful, and encourage people and organisations to
use the registry, and to contribute to make it better and more comprehensive. But also to
demand that Algorithmic Registries are promoted and maintained by public bodies. If we
are to trust AI with people’s lives, AI must stop being invisible and unaccountable.

Gemma Galdon Clavell
Eticas Founder & Director
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Towards a global database of algorithms:
the OASI Register

In a few years time, the word algorithm has gone from vaguely reminding most of us of
maths class at school to seemingly being everywhere. Now, as we read and hear in the news,
there are algorithms managing everything, from our health and education to finance and the
economy. Some even say we are now governed by algorithms. We hear that social media
apps like Facebook, Instagram and Twitter have become so dominant in our lives through the
use of algorithms. And we watch the series and films and listen to the music recommended
by Netflix’s and Spotify’s algorithms respectively.

Behind the hype, the reality is much more nuanced. Put simply, algorithms are a list of rules
to follow in order to solve a problem or produce a desired outcome. As such, a cooking
recipe is an algorithm, and people have been using algorithms since the dawn of human
culture. What has changed today is the fast proliferation of computer algorithms as
components of automated processes present in all kinds of fields and industries, from
policing and security to PR and advertising, from food production and car-making to public
procurement and HR departments, and almost everything in between.

Within those fields, individuals and organisations design and implement different algorithms
to carry out different kinds of tasks: facial recognition, automated translation, personalised
recommendations, or simply automating tasks that would take a person or a group of people
a much longer time to do.

That capacity of algorithms to automate complex tasks and quickly generate automatic
results offers a huge potential, both for increasing efficiency and productivity and for
reproducing and sustaining unjust biases present in all our societies. Algorithms are trained
on big amounts of data, so that they can “learn” how to recognise patterns in that data.
However, it happens that most, if not all, existing datasets contain different kinds of biases
since the compilation and processing of data in our societies has traditionally privileged
particular groups: white people over people of colour and men over women, for instance.
The consequence is that algorithms trained on such datasets tend to be systematically
wrong or biassed against social minorities and other disadvantaged groups. That’s why OASI
places an emphasis on the social impact of algorithms.

These days, there is a vast array of diverse algorithms in use or having been used, both in
public administration and in the private sector, throughout the world and performing all kinds
of different tasks. The number of algorithms being launched, used and –in some cases–
abandoned keeps growing. The OASI Register comes from the need to keep an eye on and
catalogue what algorithms are being developed and implemented by whom, where, since
when, and to do what.

In order to document existing algorithms, and since the Register can’t include every single
algorithm that’s been developed, the key category Eticas focuses on is that of social impact.
We look to catalogue and shed light on algorithms with documented negative social impacts

https://eticasfoundation.org/how-are-algorithms-and-ia-being-applied-in-healthcare/
https://eticasfoundation.org/england-replaces-summer-exams-with-grade-prediction-algorithm/
https://theconversation.com/global/topics/algorithmic-trading-5360
https://singularityhub.com/2020/12/01/as-algorithms-take-over-more-of-the-economy-we-should-cede-control-very-carefully/
https://institute.global/policy/government-algorithm-myths-challenges-and-opportunities
https://www.internetjustsociety.org/algorithms-in-social-media-platforms
https://towardsdatascience.com/deep-dive-into-netflixs-recommender-system-341806ae3b48
https://eticasfoundation.org/bart-spotifys-personalised-recommendation-algorithm/
https://eticasfoundation.org/oasi/what-are-algorithms/
https://eticasfoundation.org/oasi/methodology-categories/
https://eticasfoundation.org/oasi/methodology-categories/
https://eticasfoundation.org/oasi/social-impact-algorithms/
https://eticasfoundation.org/oasi/social-impact-algorithms/
https://eticasfoundation.org/oasi/what-are-algorithms/
https://hbr.org/2013/04/the-hidden-biases-in-big-data
https://eticasfoundation.org/oasi/social-impact-algorithms/
https://eticasfoundation.org/oasi/social-impact-algorithms/
https://eticasfoundation.org/oasi/register/
https://eticasfoundation.org/oasi/social-impact-algorithms/
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or with a clear potential for them. Currently, and based on our research, the OASI Register
lists algorithms that may cause or increase the risk of gender, racial or religious
discrimination (as well as other types of discrimination), social polarisation or
radicalisation, state surveillance, a threat to privacy, generating addiction, manipulation
or behavioural change, disseminating misinformation, and weakening of democratic
practices. Because the algorithmic field is expanding and developing quite quickly, by
necessity that list is kept open, and Eticas regularly reviews and considers whether to update
the ways in which algorithms may negatively impact our personal and public lives.

As well as social impact, the OASI Register classifies algorithms depending on the domain in
which they are used, and here we have adapted the list of domains used by the European
Commission in its proposed regulatory framework on AI: infrastructure, policing and security,
social services, justice and democratic processes, education and training, labour and
employment, communication and media, business and commerce, and product safety. The
Register also distinguishes between the different possible aims of algorithms: compiling
personal data, evaluating and predicting human behaviour, recognising facial features,
identifying images of faces, profiling and ranking people, simulating human speech,
recognising images, generating automated translations, generating online search results,
recognising sounds, carrying out language analysis, making personalised recommendations,
ranking bids and other content submissions, and automating tasks. As before, these
categorisations are open to change. Eticas will review and adjust them as the OASI Register
grows and we get to improve our knowledge and understanding of the algorithmic field.

The Register also includes other informative categories that help us catalogue different types
of algorithms in a practical and informative way: the proper name of the algorithm if it has
one, who developed it, what is its adoption stage, who is implementing it (or did so in the
past) and where, since when the algorithm has been used and until when if it’s no longer in
use, whether the algorithm is used in the public or private sector (or both), whether the
algorithm has been independently audited, and whether there’s jurisprudence about it. All
the sources of the information mentioned in the Register are listed, and each entry includes
the date when it was last updated, as well as a little report summarising the key information
about it.

Whether an algorithm has been audited is of special relevance to Eticas, as we have been at
the forefront of a global effort to develop algorithmic audits as safeguards for some of the
risks and impacts identified in this report and in the literature elsewhere. We are convinced
that the future of AI depends on its ability to offer transparency and accountability when
making decisions on peoples’ life-chances. We began to audit algorithms in 2017 and
published our initial guide to algorithmic auditing in 2020. We have also more recently
started to explore the possibilities and promote external audit methodologies, and together
with civil society organisations we are reverse-engineering systems in the fields of insurance,
mobility, gender violence, criminal justice and social media. If an algorithm has been properly
audited, this should mean that information about how it works is publicly available, that
impacts have been taken into account when designing the system and that redress
mechanisms are established. We urge all AI developers, implementers and regulators to
incorporate algorithmic audits in the plans for responsible AI, and so this is something we
capture in OASI.

https://eticasfoundation.org/oasi/methodology-categories/
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/regulatory-framework-ai
https://www.eticasconsulting.com/guide-to-algorithmic-auditing/
https://eticasfoundation.org/auditorias-externas-algoritmos/
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Eticas is building the OASI Register so that the general public and experts on algorithms can
use the catalogue to get informed, and as a first step and reference to conduct further
research on the algorithmic field. The software we use shows the Register as an interactive
table that allows for easy search and analysis of the algorithms listed in it. By using different
options like filtering, grouping and sorting, one can quickly view which particular algorithms
perform facial recognition or are used in public administration, which algorithms used in the
European Union represent a threat to people’s privacy or make state surveillance possible, or
which algorithms that discriminate against women are used by social media companies, just
to name a very few examples.

The OASI Register contains information that’s in the public interest and should be easily
accessible and in the public domain, and Eticas is open to teaming up and partnering with
other organisations, so that we can work together towards producing and maintaining a
global database of algorithms. If you or your organisation would like to get involved, or help
us further develop OASI and our campaign for public AI registris, please get in touch.

https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
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The OASI Register in numbers

Eticas launched the current version of the OASI Register in October 2021 by adapting the
information compiled on dozens of algorithms into a searchable interactive table. From
the 57 algorithms listed when the Register was first published, the table grew to 113
entries by September 1st, the time this report went to the press, and this number keeps
growing every week.

Eticas's researchers scout different kinds of sources to find data and information on
relevant algorithms in different fields all over the world. However, at this time, the content
of the Register is only a partial sample of the complete algorithmic landscape, a sample
biased towards those algorithms that have received public attention and are or have
been used in Western countries. There is a transparency trap here, in that we can only
make more transparent what is already visible. We hope to overcome or mitigate this
limitation through collaborating with others who may have inside knowledge on the
existence of similar systems in other countries and domains. As the OASI Register grows,
we are working hard to account for geographical diversity and to find data about lesser
known algorithms. While still a partial sample, we believe the OASI Register already
provides an informative and useful picture of the algorithmic field.

When looking at the Register, we see that almost 64% of the registered algorithms are
used in public administration, with the rest being deployed in private settings and a very
small percentage being used in both. This could be an indication that algorithms used by
public authorities end up being particularly visible, due in part to the obligation of public
administrations to be transparent, and to the media reporting more strongly on what
governments do.

The domain where we find most algorithms is "policing and security", with 30 algorithms
currently listed in the Register. Of those, most are used in what's called "predictive
policing", in which police forces use algorithmic systems to try to predict where crimes
will happen, whether aggressors and prisoners will reoffend, among other types of
events. We also find several instances of facial recognition systems to identify suspects,
and of systems for monitoring social media and other aspects of the internet to detect
potential terrorists and other criminal and violent threats. Traditionally, the military and
other security and intelligence services have been early adopters of advanced
technologies, and therefore is not surprising to find the highest number of algorithms in
this domain. And this is probably still an underestimation, as security forces, especially
military and even more so intelligence services, run most of their operations away from
public scrutiny.

The next domain with the most entries registered is "social services", with 25 algorithms.
This also makes sense as states strive to make their bureaucracies more efficient, which is
one of the key possibilities offered by the use of algorithms and AI. In this domain, we find
that algorithms are mostly used to detect, identify, and rank recipients of different welfare

https://www.newtral.es/observatorio-para-vigilar-algoritmos-con-impacto-social/20211020/
https://eticasfoundation.org/oasi/methodology-categories/
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recUXRyyQCxU154D1?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recUXRyyQCxU154D1?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/rec25Y6RxfHEhdysP?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recrJ3oLDYOhrQUSC?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recpItc2PsX85lU7t?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recLMeucfdGAvK4Uf?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recYA7pg8WAoFNpBl?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recYA7pg8WAoFNpBl?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recZlV0vxBkcPWCi3?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
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services, as well as to flag possible fraud attempts by people trying to receive such
public services.

Given that many algorithms are biassed against gender, racial and other minorities, and
disadvantaged groups, it is concerning that policing, security and social services are the
two domains where we find nearly half of the algorithms in the OASI Register. More
research is needed into the use (and abuse) of these algorithmic systems by
governments and public authorities, but there is also a need to highlight that the
algorithmic society is currently being deployed first and foremost amongst the most
vulnerable. OASI makes clear that there is a need to address structural bias and power
issues around the development of AI, as testing new technologies on the most
vulnerable points to a serious lack of understanding of risk, but also a disregard for social
impact, protection and redress issues. Powerful, obscure technologies deployed on the
most vulnerable is not a desirable trend in democratic societies.

The other domains considered by the OASI Register are "labour and employment" (with 17
algorithms), "communication and media" (15), "business and commerce" (14), "education
and training" (9), "justice and democratic processes" (8), “product safety” (2), and
"infrastructure" (1). It has to be noted that some algorithms in the Register are listed under
more than one domain.

DOMAINS INCLUDED IN OASI

https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recZlV0vxBkcPWCi3?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recE2wMHV5tQhPcCf?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
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When it comes to what algorithms are used for, their aims, the picture is more
complicated because of the sheer number of different uses, and also due to the overlap
between many of those, which forces us to categorise many algorithms as having quite a
few different aims. This makes issues of “function creep” (the expansion of a system or
technology beyond its original purposes) particularly salient.

Looking at the OASI Register, we find that the three aims with the highest number of
entries are quite complementary of each other: "profiling and ranking people" (60
algorithms), "predicting human behaviour" (44) and "evaluating human behaviour" (32).
Interestingly, and also worryingly, those are three activities that would seem to require a
complex, culturally-specific and non-automated understanding of the great diversity of
circumstances that make people behave the way they do. And while algorithms may
bring some understanding of behavioural past trends, there's also a high risk that these
algorithms may be systematically reproducing the very human biases contained in the
datasets used to train algorithmic systems, as well as singling-out behavioural outliers as
dangerous when they could be related to physical, neurological or cultural issues. The
next aim with most entries in the Register is "automating tasks" (31 algorithms), which
makes sense as that's maybe the single most clear advantage brought about by
algorithms: their capacity to run some tasks much faster than humans.

MOST COMMON ALGORITHMIC AIMS

The next aims catalogued by the OASI Register are relevant to fewer algorithms:
"compiling personal data" and "making personalised recommendations" (9 and 10

https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
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algorithms respectively), "identifying images of faces" (5), "recognising facial features" (4),
"recognising sounds", "language analysis" and "simulating human speech" (3 algorithms
each), "recognising images" and "ranking bids and other content submissions" (2
algorithms each), and "generating automated translations" and "generating online search
results" (1 algorithm each). It is important to bear in mind that this is not representative of
the representation of such aims in the real world, as our sample is heavily biassed due to
the transparency trap mentioned above. It has to be noted that, as Eticas continues its
research and the OASI Register grows, we will surely need to redefine current categories
or introduce new ones.

As mentioned before, OASI stands for Observatory of Algorithms with Social Impact, and
one of the key categories in the OASI Register is the documented or potential negative
social impacts of algorithms. This is not an easy task, because new possible impacts are
still emerging as more and more algorithms are being implemented with diverse
objectives in different social contexts. Looking at the currently defined categories of
social impacts in the OASI Register, we find that different types of discrimination against
particular social groups are by far the most identified impact. The most salient
discrimination is "socioeconomic discrimination" (52 algorithms), followed by "racial
discrimination" (39), "gender discrimination" (19), "religious discrimination" (5), and “age
discrimination” (2). We have also added "other kinds of discrimination", a more general
category we use to account for those discriminatory effects that don't clearly fit with the
named categories above. That's in agreement with what we know about algorithms'
potential to systematise and replicate bias, both by capturing real-world dynamics or by
creating new groups of outliers. The collection and processing of data in most of our
societies seems to have privileged men over women, white people over people of colour,
and generally those seen as prototypical Westerners over everybody else. The result is
that algorithms tend to make systematic mistakes when dealing with people from those
disadvantaged groups.

MOST COMMON TYPES OF
DISCRIMINATION

https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://eticasfoundation.org/algorithmic-bias/
https://eticasfoundation.org/algorithmic-bias/
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After those unfairly discriminatory effects, the next social impact with most algorithms in
the Register are "threat to privacy" (35) and "state surveillance" (12), with the former
being caused by algorithms used by commercial and private interests as well as by state
authorities. We've been able to track so many of such examples because there seems to
be a growing number of critical reports about algorithms in the mainstream media
highlighting those two kinds of risks and impacts. There is also an increasing awareness
among the general public about these threats. The remaining categories of negative
social impacts have fewer algorithms listed but will be equally recognisable by anyone
following current affairs: "weakening of democratic practices" (8 algorithms),
"disseminating misinformation" (8), "social polarisation / radicalisation" (5), and
"manipulation / behavioural change" (3). In the current state of perpetual crisis due to
climate change, the Covid-19 pandemic and armed conflict, it seems clear that
algorithms have the potential to embitter the public debate and to contribute to social
and political divisiveness.

MOST COMMON SOCIAL IMPACTS

Finally, as highlighted above, at Eticas we believe that algorithmic auditing is one of the
pieces of a not-yet-existing but much needed oversight ecosystem around AI and
data-intensive technologies. While auditing will not solve all issues, it is a clear and
necessary first step towards making algorithms more transparent and accountable, which
will in turn empower society and regulators to intervene when rights are at stake.
Therefore, for each algorithm captured in OASI, we register whether the system has been
audited by a third-party. We have found that only around 12% of the algorithms registered
so far have been properly audited. This is clearly insufficient, especially if we bear in mind

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0213246
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0213246
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that audited algorithms are over-represented in our sample. As mentioned above, the
transparency trap means that we can only capture what we know, and we can only know
what is visible. Auditing makes algorithms visible, which reinforces our demand for
algorithmic audits to become a regulatory and industry standard. We are devoting a
significant amount of our energies to promoting good auditing standards, as can be seen
in our guide to algorithmic auditing, and hope to contribute to changing this normalised
state of risks, harms and non-compliance.

https://www.eticasconsulting.com/guide-to-algorithmic-auditing/
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Observing algorithms: what trends did we see in
the last 12 months?

Eticas has been keeping a critical eye on the algorithmic landscape and compiling
information about algorithms ever since its creation. And after re-launching OASI and
publishing the new Register in October 2021, Eticas has been working on systematically
cataloguing the different kinds of algorithmic systems being developed and
implemented all over the world and for many different uses. As well as contributing to
grow the OASI Register, that effort also allows us to gain insight into recent developments
in the algorithmic field, and present some of the most interesting trends we have
identified during the last 12 months in a structured manner.

Public awareness of algorithms and critical reporting of
them in the mainstream press is increasing

While still carrying an aura of novelty, coolness, and even excitement associated with
keywords like “efficiency” and “artificial intelligence”, there also seems to be an increased
public awareness of the risks posed by the use of algorithmic systems by public
authorities and private companies. Namely, more and more people seem aware of, and
may be personally affected by, the potential pitfalls of using algorithms to decide who
can receive state support or to manage workers in the so-called gig economy (where
individual contractors work through an app, as in the case of Uber or many rider apps),
among other activities in which algorithms play a key role these days. This increased
public knowledge seems both to come from and feed into the growing visibility given to
algorithms by the mainstream media. Generally speaking, the media seem to be
providing a more critical and balanced coverage of the algorithmic landscape than
before, when much of the reporting about algorithms was often uncritically positive. We’d
like to think that the work done by Eticas and other organisations has contributed to this
trend, which we only hope will increase in the future.

‘Efficiency’ and ‘money-saving’ are still the keywords
used by public administrations to justify their use of

algorithms

As we’ve described in this report, the OASI Register lists the majority of its algorithms as
being used by public administrations in countries from all the world regions. As public
administrations and bureaucracies all around are criticised for being expensive, slow, and
ineffective, governments everywhere have a clear incentive to be seen as finding
(innovative) solutions to those problems. Many of them seem to be buying into and
reproducing a simplistic narrative that asserts that introducing algorithmic systems will
bring “efficiency” to the public administration while also saving taxpayers' money (and

https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/reclslIvaN716qn5O?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/reclslIvaN716qn5O?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recTHz3f4eWBtwYG8?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://www.transparency.org/en/blog/algorithms-artificial-intelligence-public-administration-transparency-accountability
https://www.transparency.org/en/blog/algorithms-artificial-intelligence-public-administration-transparency-accountability
https://cihr.eu/efficiency-vs-accountability-algorithms-big-data-and-public-administration/
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have been doing so for years). However, the many examples listed in the OASI Report
already show how problematic the use of algorithms by the public administration can be,
and the high risk of reproducing and even systemically reinforcing bias and inefficiencies
in public decision-making processes and in the allocation of funds and services.

Social media algorithms have most probably contributed
to the spread of disinformation and to social and political

polarisation

As noted earlier in the report, and even though it can’t be claimed that social media
algorithms are the only cause, it does seem clear that the way such algorithms are being
used has contributed to the spread of misinformation and disinformation among the
general public, both as a result of the way those algorithms work and also because they
can be used strategically by vested interests. Because social media allows people to be
fed information (and disinformation) that’s highly personalised to their profile, or even
that’s been engineered to keep them active on particular online apps and sites, there is
also an increase in social divisiveness and political polarisation.

As algorithmic technologies evolve and spread from
low-risk to high-risk domains, so do risks and impacts

We are witnessing a transition of algorithmic systems from leisure and entertainment
domains (like social media and marketing) into high-risk areas. In high risk domains such
as health, social services, work, education or security, the stakes are also higher. The
costs of making a wrong decision are different when the decision is about prioritising an
ad on social media or recommending a medical treatment. We have observed that in
(theoretically) low risk domains, the risks tend to be collective and societal (polarisation,
manipulation), speaking directly to issues of democratic robustness or freedom of
speech. In high-risk domains, risks fall more on the individual and are related to individual
privacy and discrimination. While these are not clear-cut differences, we believe it is
important to reconsider what is “high” and “low” risk in the upcoming EU AI Act and take
into account these differences both in proposing how to assess social impact and how to
approach redress. Both collective and individual impacts and redress mechanisms should
be considered at all times, regardless of risk “levels”.

https://cihr.eu/efficiency-vs-accountability-algorithms-big-data-and-public-administration/
https://www.niemanlab.org/2022/04/algorithms-lies-and-social-media/
https://www.niemanlab.org/2022/04/algorithms-lies-and-social-media/
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/s42984-020-00012-z
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/s42984-020-00012-z
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2102141118
https://medium.com/swlh/how-persuasive-algorithms-drive-political-polarization-75819854c11d
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Carrying out external audits of algorithms helps push the
topic of algorithmic accountability in the public agenda

As mentioned above, for the last year Eticas has been exploring the possibilities of an
external approach to auditing, through reverse engineering of systems together with civil
society organisations whose constituencies are being disproportionately or unfairly
impacted by the use of such systems. We have already published the results of our first
external audit of VioGén, an algorithm used by the police force in Spain to predict the risk
that women who have suffered gender-based violence will be attacked again by their
aggressor. The audit had to be external because the code of the VioGén algorithm is not
public, and the Spanish authorities wouldn't share any information with Eticas, nor allow
an internal pro-bono confidential audit, and so we had to resort to studying and analysing
the available public data and to conducting interviews with women who had gone
through the VioGén system to reverse engineer the system.

Among other findings, the audit revealed that most of the women interviewed (80%) had
found the experience of being assessed by VioGén problematic, and 35% of them were
not informed of the assessment the algorithm made for their case. Besides, nearly half of
all the cases reviewed by Eticas (around 45%) had been labelled as "no risk perceived",
which could indicate that the algorithm is failing to account for other significant factors.
Women who had suffered gender-based violence as well as expert lawyers agree that
VioGén underestimates psychological violence and other non-physical aggressions. The
publication of this external audit on 8 March, International Women's Day, had a big impact
with several parliamentary initiatives seeking to increase the transparency of this and
other systems. Currently Eticas is in the final phases of auditing facial recognition systems
used by insurance companies from the perspective of people with disabilities (and
specifically Down Syndrome), visual social media like Youtube and TikTok together with
migrant communities, and ride-hailing apps with taxi drivers from a competition, labour
and fairness perspective. We encourage others to engage in similar exercises and reach
out if we can be of use.

The EU wants to be at the forefront of AI and algorithmic
regulation while, at the same time, promoting some of its

most problematic uses

In April last year, the European Commission published its proposal to regulate AI, to push
the EU role to the forefront of establishing wide-reaching norms for the use of algorithmic
decision-making systems. That proposed legislation got a mixed reception, with many
experts recognising that the proposal acknowledges many of the risks of misusing AI and
algorithms, but also pointing out significant shortcomings in it. As noted in this report and
shown in the OASI Register, we see algorithms currently being used the most in the
policing and security domain, from algorithms that try to predict crime in different ways,

https://eticasfoundation.org/eticas-foundation-will-externally-audit-the-risk-assessment-algorithm-used-to-determine-protection-measures-for-women-at-risk-of-gender-violence/
https://eticasfoundation.org/gender/the-external-audit-of-the-viogen-system/
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52021PC0206
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like Strategic Subject List, Tensor and PredPol, to algorithmic systems that enforce border
control, like Simplified Arrival, and algorithms used by the military to detect potential
targets. Several analyses have noted how the EU has been funding and promoting the
use of AI and algorithmic tools in the defence and security sector, including at the
external EU borders. However, in October of last year, the European Parliament also
called for more transparency in the use of AI by the EU, and most specifically in criminal
law and AI use by police and judicial authorities.

The second domain where most algorithms are used, according to the OASI Register, is
social services and the welfare state, and here Human Rights Watch warned that the
proposed EU regulation would fail to protect "people's rights to social security and an
adequate standard of living". The Register offers several examples of the risks and
challenges posed by algorithms in this domain, like SyRI, a system used in the
Netherlands to try to detect fraud and which has been shown to discriminate against
particular social groups; BOSCO, developed by the Spanish government to decide who
has access to financial support to pay for electricity, which researchers showed is flawed
and denies support to many rightful recipients; and an algorithm to identify families in
need of child support in the UK, which threatens people’s privacy and may discriminate
against lower-income groups.

We believe it is important and urgent to address this gap. The EU will not be able to
establish itself as a leading actor in responsible, trustworthy AI unless it shows
capacity to lead by example and foster an AI market that is in line with EU values.

https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recHLTW8X8dk8vY2L?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recQDZa1BeQKnuYLZ?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recdOySw22HvLlShE?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recKvzJNqmmS0KFhY?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recwf9L9GLokabNPt?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recwf9L9GLokabNPt?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://opensecuritydata.eu/about
https://carnegieeurope.eu/2021/12/06/eu-s-defense-ambitions-understanding-emergence-of-european-defense-technological-and-industrial-complex-pub-85884
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recQDZa1BeQKnuYLZ?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://eticasfoundation.org/tecnologia-y-big-data-en-las-fronteras/
https://eticasfoundation.org/tecnologia-y-big-data-en-las-fronteras/
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2021-0405_EN.html
https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/11/10/how-eus-flawed-artificial-intelligence-regulation-endangers-social-safety-net
https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/11/10/how-eus-flawed-artificial-intelligence-regulation-endangers-social-safety-net
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recE2wMHV5tQhPcCf?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recoZLMHmODa0Y2na?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recE3uIDfWwpAHOgm?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX/viwoQmFjcPVR6VOSE/recE3uIDfWwpAHOgm?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
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The future of OASI

OASI and the Register are necessarily a work in progress. The algorithmic field has been
developing very rapidly in the last years, and private companies, as well as governments
and public authorities, have been adopting different kinds of increasingly advanced
algorithms to carry out a diverse array of tasks in almost every field of human activity.

That means that the OASI Register is, in some ways, a pilot project launched by Eticas
with the aim of learning as we go: how should we catalogue information about
algorithms in a way that is practical and informative, promotes awareness, and helps
people research algorithms? Eticas developed the OASI Register to start answering that
question by actually building such a catalogue and keeping it open to regular reviews, so
that we can learn what works best and what is useful to most.

By launching the Register, Eticas also wants to start an international conversation with
other actors in the field of algorithmic accountability research, a conversation towards
agreeing on and adopting a standardised and recognised way to catalogue algorithms
using a shared methodology. If you or your organisation want to be part of this effort,
please reach out! We are open to teaming up with other researchers and experts on
algorithmic systems, so that we can work together on reviewing and refining the current
categories used in the OASI Register, and advance towards a standard way to catalogue
algorithms. Eticas would like OASI to become a shared international effort, a global
database of algorithms managed by an international consortium of different and
diverse organisations representing every world region.

Along those lines, Eticas would like the launch of the OASI Annual Report to be a space
for shared reflection on the evolution and state of the algorithmic society. What does the
Register tell us at each point? What trends have been observed in the last 12 months?
What are the domains in which most algorithms are being deployed and with which
purpose? What kinds of social impacts are all those algorithmic systems having? Who are
the most relevant actors developing and using algorithms everywhere? How is the share
of the public and private sectors distributed over time? Every year, the OASI Annual
Report will provide an opportunity for all of us studying algorithms to come together to
discuss the algorithmic accountability landscape.

Finally, OASI is a call to action to national and regional governments: if Eticas can keep an
algorithmic registry, so can you! Developing oversight mechanisms for AI is the
responsibility of those that work to protect individual and collective rights. Individuals and
groups cannot protect themselves from technologies and systems they do not know
exist. Mandatory registration of all social impact algorithms is long overdue. OASI
proves that this is feasible and useful. Having such transparency and accountability
efforts be led by public institutions is urgent.

We are seeing an increasingly accelerated algorithmic field, in which governments
everywhere, as well as big corporations and small companies alike, use more and more
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algorithms to do more and more things in ways that most often are not transparent or
explainable. In that situation, it is up to all of us concerned with the negative potential
implications brought about by algorithms, and to all of us hoping for a just use of
algorithms, to come and work together to research and register the algorithms being
used, so that we can make possible an informed and educated public conversation that
can help us effectively protect people and the environment in technology processes.
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Annex I: Summary of all the entries

We’ve constructed a summarised version of the registry with only the more relevant
categories of data for each algorithm. For the full detailed description and categorization
of each entry, see here the live OASI Registry.

Algorithm Implemented by Location Developed by Domain Aim Used in Social impact Adoption
stage Last Update

HART - Algorithm to determine
recidivism

Durham
Constabulary

United Kingdom
(UK)

Durham
Constabulary

Policing and
security

Evaluating human
behaviour

Public
administration

Racial discrimination,
socioeconomic
discrimination,
gender discrimination

Active use 2022-08-15

NDAS - Individual-oriented
crime prediction

West Midlands
Police

United Kingdom
(UK)

West Midlands
Police

Policing and
security

Evaluating human
behaviour

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination, other
kinds of discrimination

Active use 2022-08-15

imosphere FACE RAS
UK Department
of Health and
Social Care

United Kingdom
(UK) Imosphere Social

services

Making
personalised
recommendations

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination, age
discrimination

Active use 2022-08-15

Xantura RBV

"United Kingdom
Ministry of
Housing,
Communities
and Local
Government"

United Kingdom
(UK) Xantura Social

services

Automating tasks,
making
personalised
recommendations

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination, other
kinds of discrimination

Active use 2022-08-08

NarxCare | Algorithm to monitor
opioid abuse N/A United States (US) Appriss Health Health,

product safety

Predicting human
behaviour,
evaluating human
behaviour

Public
administration,
private sector

Disability
discrimination,  other
kinds of discrimination

Active use 2022-06-23

Strategic Subject List | Algorithm
to predict risk of violent offences

Chicago Police
Department Chicago (US) Chicago Police

Department
Policing and
security

Profiling and ranking
people

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination, other
kinds of discrimination

No longer in
use 2022-06-22

Smart Pricing | Airbnb’s algorithm
to automatically adjust the daily
price of a property’s listing

Airbnb Worldwide Airbnb Business and
commerce Automating tasks Private sector Racial discrimination Active use 2022-06-22

Algorithm to detect targets in
military operations U.S. Army United States (US) Project Maven Policing and

security Automating tasks Public
administration

Weakening of
democratic practices,
other kinds of
discrimination

Being tested 2022-06-22

ISAAK | Employee behaviour
analysis N/A United Kingdom

(UK) StatusToday Labour and
employment

Profiling and ranking
people Private sector

Threat to privacy,
socioeconomic
discrimination

Not known 2022-06-09

EAB| University enrollment
algorithm N/A United States (US) Navigate Education and

training

Automating tasks,
predicting human
behaviour

Private sector
Racial discrimination,
socioeconomic
discrimination

Active use 2022-06-09

Algorithm to reduce the length of
stay for patients in hospitals N/A N/A

University of
Chicago
Medicine's (UCM)
data analytics
group

Health Profiling and ranking
people Private sector Racial discrimination

Not
implemente
d

2022-06-02

InstaJobs | Algorithm for
matching job candidates with
opportunities

LinkedIn Worldwide LinkedIn Labour and
employment

Profiling and ranking
people Private sector Gender discrimination Active use 2022-06-01

PageRank (PR) | algorithm used
by Google Search to rank web
pages in their search engine
results

Google Inc. Worldwide Larry Page and
Sergey Brin

Business and
commerce,
communicatio
n and media

Automating tasks,
predicting human
behaviour

Private sector

Racial discrimination,
religious
discrimination, social
polarisation /
radicalisation,
disseminating
misinformation

No longer in
use 2022-05-30

https://airtable.com/shrsAN2oTf68kM6O9/tblG2604tSoMOcwWX?backgroundColor=teal&viewControls=on
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Algorithm to detect potential
violent encounters N/A United States (US) Athena Security Policing and

security
Evaluating human
behaviour

Private sector,
public
administration

Threat to privacy Being tested 2022-05-27

Algorithm to select potential
employees

Twitter, Google
(owned by
Alphabet),
Amazon,
Facebook
(owned by Meta)

United States
(US) Luca Bonmassar Labour and

employment

Compiling personal
data, profiling and
ranking people

Private sector
Gender
discrimination, age
discrimination

No longer
in use 2022-05-27

CrimSAFE | Profiling potential
tenants based on criminal
records

N/A United States
(US) CoreLogic Business and

commerce

Profiling and
ranking people,
compiling personal
data

Private sector Other kinds of
discrimination Active use 2022-05-19

Algorithm to predict the need
for medical care in high-risk
patients

Optum United States
(US) Optum Social

services

Automating tasks,
profiling and
ranking people

Private sector,
public
administration

Racial discrimination Active use 2022-05-18

Algorithm to prioritise recipients
of Covid-19 vaccines

Stanford
Medicine
Hospital

California (US)
Stanford
Medicine
Hospital

Labour and
employment

Automating tasks,
profiling and
ranking people

Private sector
Socioeconomic
discrimination, other
kinds of discrimination

Not known 2022-05-13

COMPAS | Assessing the risk of
prisoners' recidivism

US Criminal
Courts

United States
(US) Equivant

Justice and
democratic
processes

Automating tasks,
evaluating human
behaviour,
predicting human
behaviour, profiling
and ranking people

Public
administration

Racial discrimination,
gender
discrimination,
weakening of
democratic practices

Active use 2022-05-13

NUTRI-SCORE | Algorithm to
rank nutritional content of
various foods

Food brands,
food producers

France,
Germany,
Belgium,
Switzerland,
Spain,
Luxembourg,
Netherlands

Public Health
France

Product
safety

Ranking bids and
other content
submissions

Public
administration,
private sector

Other kinds of
discrimination,
socioeconomic
discrimination,
disseminating
misinformation

Active use 2022-05-13

TikTok's content
recommendation algorithm

TikTok (owned
by ByteDance) Worldwide TikTok (owned

by ByteDance)
Communicati
on and media

Making
personalised
recommendations

Private sector

Disseminating
misinformation, social
polarisation /
radicalisation,
manipulation /
behavioural change,
racial discrimination,
other kinds of
discrimination, threat
to privacy

Active use 2022-05-12

SyRI | Detecting welfare fraud Dutch
Government Netherlands Social

services
Predicting human
behaviour

Public
administration

Racial discrimination,
socioeconomic
discrimination

No longer
in use 2022-04-20

LS/CMI | Risk assessment for
parole

Massachusetts
Parole Board

Massachusetts
(US)

MultiHealth
Systems Inc

Justice and
democratic
processes

Predicting human
behaviour

Public
administration

Other kinds of
discrimination Active use 2022-04-18

CHINOOK | Algorithm to
augment and replace human
decision-making in immigration
management

Canadian
Government Canada

Justice and
democratic
processes,
policing and
security

Automating tasks Public
administration

Other kinds of
discrimination

Being
tested 2022-03-28

Algorithm used to determine
ride-share prices Uber United States

(US) Uber Business and
commerce

Making
personalised
recommendations

Private sector Other kinds of
discrimination Active use 2022-03-28

Epic Deterioration Index |
Triaging patients to determine
level of care

EPIC United States
(US) EPIC Social

services

Profiling and
ranking people,
automating tasks

Private sector Other kinds of
discrimination Active use 2022-03-24

Algorithm to profile employees
based on productivity Amazon United States

(US) Amazon Labour and
employment

Evaluating human
behaviour, profiling
and ranking people

Private sector Other kinds of
discrimination Active use 2022-03-24

SIMPLIFIED ARRIVAL | Facial
recognition at US
border-crossing points

US Customs and
Border
Protection

United States
(US)

US Customs and
Border
Protection

Policing and
security

Automating tasks,
identifying images
of faces

Public
administration

Racial discrimination,
gender
discrimination, threat
to privacy, state
surveillance

Active use 2022-03-21

IATOS | Algorithm to detect
Covid-19 through audio
recording of coughing

Buenos Aires
Municipality

Buenos Aires
(Argentina)

Buenos Aires
Municipality

Social
services

Recognising
sounds

Public
administration

Disseminating
misinformation Active use 2022-03-17
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TENSOR | Early detection of
terrorist activities online

Law
Enforcement
Agencies in
Europe

European Union
(EU), Northern
Ireland (UK),
Greece,
Germany, United
Kingdom (UK),
Spain, Belgium,
Catalonia (Spain),
France, Italy

TENSOR
Consortium

Policing and
security

Automating tasks,
compiling personal
data, language
analysis,
recognising
images,
recognising
sounds, evaluating
human behaviour,
predicting human
behaviour,
simulating human
speech

Public
administration,
private sector

State surveillance,
threat to privacy,
weakening of
democratic practices

Not known 2022-03-14

Algorithm used to enhance
security using recognition
technology

EU border
control agencies

European Union
(EU), United
States (US),
worldwide

IDEMIA Policing and
security

Recognising facial
features Private sector Threat to privacy,

racial discrimination Active use 2022-03-11

AMS Algorithm | Profiling job
seekers to increase
effectiveness of labour market
programs

The Public
Employment
Service Austria

Austria N/A Labour and
employment

Profiling and
ranking people

Public
administration

Gender
discrimination,
socioeconomic
discrimination

Being
tested 2022-03-09

Algorithm to determine car
insurance premiums Allstate United States

(US) N/A Business and
commerce

Profiling and
ranking people,
making
personalised
recommendations

Private sector

Socioeconomic
discrimination,
gender
discrimination, other
kinds of discrimination

Active use 2022-03-09

SAFERENT | Screening
prospective tenants

SafeRent
Solutions

United States
(US)

SafeRent
Solutions

Business and
commerce

Compiling personal
data, predicting
human behaviour,
profiling and
ranking people,
automating tasks

Private sector

Gender
discrimination, racial
discrimination, other
kinds of discrimination

Active use 2022-03-08

Instagram recommendation
algorithm

Instagram
(owned by Meta) Worldwide Instagram

(owned by Meta)
Communicati
on and media

Predicting human
behaviour,
automating tasks,
making
personalised
recommendations

Private sector
Racial discrimination,
other kinds of
discrimination

Active use 2022-02-28

PUBLIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT |
Pretrial Release risk assessment
tool

N/A United States
(US)

The Laura and
John Arnold
Foundation

Justice and
democratic
processes

Predicting human
behaviour, profiling
and ranking people

Public
administration

Other kinds of
discrimination Active use 2022-02-28

Algorithm to determine pre-trial
risk for immigrant arrestees

U.S. Immigration
and Customs
Enforcement

United States
(US) N/A Policing and

security

Profiling and
ranking people,
automating tasks

Public
administration

Other kinds of
discrimination Active use 2022-02-27

HIREVUE | Profiling employment
candidates to select the best
hires

N/A United States
(US) Hirevue Labour and

employment

Evaluating human
behaviour,
recognising facial
features

Private sector Other kinds of
discrimination Active use 2022-02-27

FRANK | Assessing drivers who
can provide food delivery
services

Deliveroo Worldwide N/A Labour and
employment

Profiling and
ranking people,
automating tasks

Private sector
Socioeconomic
discrimination, other
kinds of discrimination

No longer
in use 2022-02-27

FACEBOOK AD | Deciding which
ads to show to whom, when,
how and for how long

Facebook
(owned by Meta) Worldwide Facebook

(owned by Meta)

Communicati
on and media,
business and
commerce

Automating tasks,
ranking bids and
other content
submissions,
making
personalised
recommendations

Private sector
Gender
discrimination, racial
discrimination

Active use 2022-02-24

BART | Curating and
recommending music and
podcasts

Spotify Worldwide Spotify Communicati
on and media

Language analysis,
compiling personal
data, evaluating
human behaviour,
predicting human
behaviour, making
personalised
recommendations

Private sector

Other kinds of
discrimination,
disseminating
misinformation,
manipulation /
behavioural change

Active use 2022-02-23

Algorithm to predict the
likelihood of antisocial behaviour

Bristol City
Council

Bristol (United
Kingdom) N/A Policing and

security

Predicting human
behaviour, profiling
and ranking people

Public
administration

Threat to privacy,
socioeconomic
discrimination, state
surveillance

Active use 2022-02-10

Algorithm to determine
eligibility for medical benefits Arkansas State United States

(US) N/A Social
services Automating tasks Public

administration
Socioeconomic
discrimination Active use 2022-02-10

DANTE | Detecting and
analysing terrorist-related online
content and financing  activities

N/A European Union
(EU)

DANTE
Consortium

Policing and
security

Automating tasks,
evaluating human
behaviour,
language analysis,
predicting human

Public
administration

Racial discrimination,
other kinds of
discrimination, state
surveillance, threat to
privacy, weakening of

Not known 2022-02-08
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behaviour,
compiling personal
data

democratic practices

RADAR-rechts | Assessing the
risk of violence by far-right
extremists

German Federal
Criminal Police Germany German Federal

Criminal Police
Policing and
security

Predicting human
behaviour, profiling
and ranking people

Public
administration

Other kinds of
discrimination

Being
tested 2022-01-31

Algorithm to assign a welfare
fraud risk score

Rotterdam
Municipality

Rotterdam
(Netherlands),
Netherlands

N/A Social
services

Compiling personal
data, predicting
human behaviour,
profiling and
ranking people

Public
administration

Racial discrimination,
socioeconomic
discrimination, other
kinds of discrimination

Active use 2022-01-28

Algorithm to estimate a person's
age by checking their face

Co-op (UK
supermarket),
Tesco (UK
supermarket),
Asda (UK
supermarket),
Aldi (UK
supermarket),
Morrisons (UK
supermarket)

United Kingdom
(UK) Yoti Business and

commerce

Recognising facial
features, profiling
and ranking people

Private sector Threat to privacy,
racial discrimination

Being
tested 2022-01-28

SEND@ | Profiling people to offer
relevant employment search
results

Spanish Public
Employment
Service

Spain
Spanish Public
Employment
Service

Labour and
employment

Profiling and
ranking people,
evaluating human
behaviour, making
personalised
recommendations

Public
administration

Gender
discrimination,
religious
discrimination, other
kinds of
discrimination,
socioeconomic
discrimination, racial
discrimination

Active use 2022-01-20

Algorithm to detect possible
fraud in social services

British
Department for
Work and
Pensions

United Kingdom
(UK) N/A

Social
services,
labour and
employment

Predicting human
behaviour

Public
administration

Other kinds of
discrimination Active use 2022-01-20

PROMETEA | Optimising
bureaucratic processes

Buenos Aires
Public
Prosecutor Office

Buenos Aires
(Argentina),
Argentina

Buenos Aires
Public
Prosecutor Office

Justice and
democratic
processes

Automating tasks Public
administration

Weakening of
democratic practices Active use 2021-12-15

Algorithms to screen high
school student applications

New York City
high schools

New York City
(US), United
States (US)

N/A Education and
training

Profiling and
ranking people

Public
administration,
private sector

Racial discrimination,
socioeconomic
discrimination

Active use 2021-12-15

Risk classification model |
Assessing likelihood of fraud in
social services

Dutch tax
authorities Netherlands Dutch tax

authorities
Social
services

Predicting human
behaviour, profiling
and ranking people

Public
administration

Racial discrimination,
other kinds of
discrimination,
socioeconomic
discrimination,
weakening of
democratic practices

Not known 2021-12-06

VI-SPDAT | Identifying the most
vulnerable people to be served
first

Municipal
governments in
the US

United States
(US)

OrgCode,Comm
on Ground

Social
services

Profiling and
ranking people

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination,
gender
discrimination, racial
discrimination,
religious
discrimination, other
kinds of
discrimination,
weakening of
democratic practices

Active use 2021-12-06

VALENCIA IA4COVID |
Generating policy
recommendations

Valencian
regional
government

Spain, Valencian
region (Spain)

Valencia
IA4COVID

Justice and
democratic
processes

Compiling personal
data, predicting
human behaviour

Public
administration

Weakening of
democratic practices Active use 2021-11-19

ISSA | Machine-learning chatbot
about social security

Spanish Ministry
for Social
Security

Spain

Google (owned
by Alphabet),
Spanish Ministry
for Social
Security

Social
services

Simulating human
speech

Public
administration

Other kinds of
discrimination Active use 2021-11-11

VIOGÉN | Assessing the risk of
reincidence in cases of
gender-based violence

Spanish Ministry
of the Interior Spain Spanish Ministry

of the Interior
Policing and
security

Predicting human
behaviour,
evaluating human
behaviour

Public
administration

Other kinds of
discrimination Active use 2021-11-04

BOSCO | Allocation of financial
aid for the electricity bill

Spanish
electricity
companies

Spain
Spanish
Secretariat for
Energy

Social
services

Automating tasks,
profiling and
ranking people

Public
administration

Other kinds of
discrimination Active use 2021-10-29

Algorithm to predict the risk of
emergencies in elderly care N/A N/A Bismart Social

services

Predicting human
behaviour,
evaluating human
behaviour, profiling
and ranking people

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination, threat
to privacy

Not known 2021-10-11
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Algorithm to identify children's
need of social services

Espoo
Municipality

Espoo (Finland),
Finland Tieto Social

services

Profiling and
ranking people,
evaluating human
behaviour,
predicting human
behaviour

Public
administration Threat to privacy Not known 2021-08-11

Algorithm to match job
applicants with offers DigitalMinds Finland DigitalMinds labour and

employment

profiling and
ranking
people,compiling
personal data

private sector
threat to
privacy,socioeconomi
c discrimination

not known 2021-08-11

SHOTSPOTTER | Automatic
detection of gunshots

Oakland Police
Department,
New York City
Police
Department,
Cincinnati Police
Department,
Denver Police
Department,
Chicago Police
Department,
Saint Louis
County Police
Department, San
Diego Police
Department,
Pittsburgh Police
Department

Oakland (US),
United States
(US), New York
City (US),
Cincinnati (US),
Denver (US),
Chicago (US),
Saint Louis
County (US), San
Diego (US),
Pittsburgh (US)

N/A Policing and
security

Recognising
sounds

Public
administration Threat to privacy Not known 2021-08-11

Algorithm to manage drivers on
a riding app Uber Worldwide Uber Labour and

employment

Evaluating human
behaviour, profiling
and ranking people

Private sector
Threat to privacy,
manipulation /
behavioural change

Active use 2021-08-11

Algorithm to identify families'
need of child social services

Hackney
Council,
Thurrock Council

Hackney (UK),
Thurrock (UK),
United Kingdom
(UK)

Xantura Social
services

Profiling and
ranking people,
predicting human
behaviour

Public
administration

Threat to privacy,
socioeconomic
discrimination

Not known 2021-08-11

Algorithm to suggest
personalised audiovisual
content to users

Netflix Worldwide Netflix Communicati
on and media

Evaluating human
behaviour,
predicting human
behaviour, profiling
and ranking people

Private sector Threat to privacy Active use 2021-08-11

Algorithm to predict potential
child abuse and neglect

Allegheny
County
Government

Allegheny
County (US),
United States
(US)

N/A Social
services

Profiling and
ranking people,
predicting human
behaviour,
evaluating human
behaviour

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination, racial
discrimination

Not known 2021-08-11

Algorithm to assess potential
harm by gang members

London
Metropolitan
Police

London (UK),
United Kingdom
(UK)

N/A Policing and
security

Evaluating human
behaviour,
predicting human
behaviour, profiling
and ranking people

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination, racial
discrimination

Not known 2021-08-11

Algorithm to predict 'hot zones'
for crimes

Manchester
Police
Department

Manchester (UK),
United Kingdom
(UK)

IBM Policing and
security

Predicting human
behaviour

Public
administration

Threat to privacy,
racial discrimination,
socioeconomic
discrimination

Not known 2021-08-11

Algorithm to do facial
recognition for the police

New York City
Police
Department

New York City
(US), United
States (US)

IBM Policing and
security

Identifying images
of faces

Public
administration

Threat to privacy,
racial discrimination Not known 2021-08-11

Algorithm to assign a risk score
to hospital patients

Atrium Health
(formerly
Carolinas
HealthCare)

North Carolina
(US), South
Carolina (US),
United States
(US)

N/A Social
services

Profiling and
ranking people,
evaluating human
behaviour

Public
administration,
private sector

Socioeconomic
discrimination Not known 2021-08-11

Algorithm to identify facial
features when taking pictures Nikon Worldwide Nikon Business and

commerce
Recognising facial
features Private sector Racial discrimination Active use 2021-08-11

Google AdSense algorithm Google (owned
by Alphabet) Worldwide Google (owned

by Alphabet)

Business and
commerce,
communicatio
n and media

Profiling and
ranking people Private sector Gender discrimination Active use 2021-08-11

Algorithm to predict customers'
future purchases Target United States

(US) N/A Business and
commerce

Predicting human
behaviour, profiling
and ranking people,
evaluating human
behaviour

Private sector Threat to privacy Not known 2021-08-11

Google Photos algorithm Google (owned
by Alphabet) Worldwide Google (owned

by Alphabet)
Communicati
on and media

Recognising
images Private sector Racial discrimination Not known 2021-08-11
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Algorithm to profile unemployed
people

Polish Ministry of
Labour and
Social Policy

Poland N/A

Labour and
employment,
social
services

Profiling and
ranking people

Public
administration Threat to privacy Not known 2021-08-10

Algorithm to manage the energy
infrastructure

German Ministry
of the Economy
and Energy

Germany N/A Infrastructure
Predicting human
behaviour,
automating tasks

Public
administration Threat to privacy Not known 2021-08-10

Facebook search suggestion
algorithm

Facebook
(owned by Meta) Worldwide Facebook

(owned by Meta)
Communicati
on and media

Predicting human
behaviour Private sector Gender discrimination Not known 2021-08-10

Google Image Search algorithm Google (owned
by Alphabet) Worldwide Google (owned

by Alphabet)
Communicati
on and media

Generating online
search results Private sector Gender discrimination Active use 2021-08-10

Google Translate algorithm Google (owned
by Alphabet) Worldwide Google (owned

by Alphabet)
Communicati
on and media

Generating
automated
translations

Private sector Gender discrimination Active use 2021-08-10

Algorithm to rank job applicants Amazon Worldwide Amazon Labour and
employment

Profiling and
ranking people Private sector Gender discrimination No longer

in use 2021-08-10

Algorithm to monitor internet
traffic for the intelligence
services

French
Intelligence
Services

France N/A Policing and
security

Predicting human
behaviour,  profiling
and ranking people

Public
administration

Threat to privacy,
state surveillance Not known 2021-08-10

GALE-SHAPLEY | Processing
high school applicants

New York City
Department of
Education

New York City
(US), United
States (US)

N/A Education and
training

Profiling and
ranking people,
automating tasks

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination Not known 2021-08-04

Algorithm to identify hate
language on Twitter N/A Spain

Autonomous
University of
Madrid, Spanish
Ministry of the
Interior

Policing and
security

Evaluating human
behaviour,
automating tasks

Public
administration State surveillance Not known 2021-08-04

Google Search algorithm Google (owned
by Alphabet) Worldwide Google (owned

by Alphabet)

Business and
commerce,
communicatio
n and media

Automating tasks,
predicting human
behaviour

Private sector

Racial discrimination,
religious
discrimination, social
polarisation /
radicalisation,
disseminating
misinformation

Active use 2021-08-04

Algorithm to detect potential
threats on social media

Boston Police
Department

Boston (US),
United States
(US)

Geofeedia Policing and
security

Profiling and
ranking people

Public
administration

Racial discrimination,
religious
discrimination,
socioeconomic
discrimination, state
surveillance

Not known 2021-08-04

TAY | AI Twitter chatbot Microsoft Worldwide Microsoft Communicati
on and media

Simulating human
speech Private sector

Gender
discrimination, racial
discrimination

Not known 2021-08-04

Algorithm to select job
candidates Uber United States

(US) N/A Labour and
employment

Profiling and
ranking people,
automating tasks

Private sector

Socioeconomic
discrimination, racial
discrimination,
gender discrimination

Not known 2021-08-04

Algorithm to identify spending
patterns

American
Express N/A N/A Business and

commerce

Profiling and
ranking people,
predicting human
behaviour

Private sector
Threat to privacy,
socioeconomic
discrimination

Not known 2021-08-03

FORECAST PLUS | Finding
promising university students N/A United States

(US) Noel-Levitz Education and
training

Profiling and
ranking people,
evaluating human
behaviour

Private sector

Threat to privacy,
socioeconomic
discrimination, racial
discrimination

Not known 2021-08-03

GLADSAXE | Identifying
vulnerable children N/A Denmark N/A Social

services

Profiling and
ranking people,
evaluating human
behaviour,
predicting human
behaviour

Public
administration

Threat to privacy,
socioeconomic
discrimination, state
surveillance

Not
implemente
d

2021-08-03

Belgian police predictive
algorithm

Belgian Federal
Police Belgium N/A Policing and

security
Predicting human
behaviour

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
Discrimination, racial
discrimination

Not known 2021-08-03
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VERIPOL | Identifying fraudulent
complaints to the police

Spanish National
Police Spain N/A Policing and

security
Evaluating human
behaviour

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination Not known 2021-08-03

RISCANVI | Predicting the risk of
criminal recidivism

Catalan Justice
Department

Catalonia (Spain),
Spain N/A

Justice and
democratic
processes

Predicting human
behaviour

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination Not known 2021-08-03

SISBEN | Identifying welfare
recipients

Colombian
National Council
on Social and
Economic Policy

Colombia N/A Social
services

Profiling and
ranking people

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination Not known 2021-08-03

ESECURITY | Predictive policing Trento Police
Department Trento (Italy), Italy N/A Policing and

security

Profiling and
ranking people,
predicting human
behaviour

Public
administration

Threat to privacy,
racial discrimination,
socioeconomic
discrimination

Not known 2021-07-30

PREDPOL | Predictive policing

Uruguay's
Ministry of
Interior, Oakland
Police
Department,
Kent's Police
Force

Uruguay,Oaklan
d (US), Kent (UK),
United Kingdom
(UK), United
States (US)

Geolitica
(formerly
PredPol)

Policing and
security

Predicting human
behaviour

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination, racial
discrimination

Not known 2021-07-30

DataWorks Plus facial
recognition software

Michigan State
Police (US)

Michigan (US),
United States
(US)

DataWorks Plus Policing and
security

Identifying images
of faces, profiling
and ranking people

Public
administration

Threat to privacy,
socioeconomic
discrimination,  racial
discrimination

Not known 2021-07-30

YouTube's content
recommendation algorithm

YouTube (owned
by Alphabet) Worldwide YouTube (owned

by Alphabet)
Communicati
on and media

Predicting human
behaviour,
evaluating human
behaviour, profiling
and ranking people,
making
personalised
recommendations

Private sector

Threat to privacy,
social polarisation /
radicalisation,
disseminating
misinformation

Not known 2021-07-30

Algorithm to allocate social
benefits

Trelleborg
municipality
(Sweden)

Trelleborg
(Sweden),
Sweden

N/A Social
services

Automating tasks,
profiling and
ranking people

Public
administration

Threat to privacy,
socioeconomic
discrimination

Not known 2021-07-30

SARI | Automatic image
recognition

Italy's National
Police Force Italy N/A Policing and

security
Identifying images
of faces

Public
administration State surveillance Not known 2021-07-30

Algorithm to match children
with schools

Poland's Ministry
of Education Poland Asseco Data

Systems
Education and
training

Automating tasks,
profiling and
ranking people

Public
administration

Threat to privacy,
socioeconomic
discrimination

Not known 2021-07-30

Algorithm to award grades to
students

Ofqual
(England's exam
regulator)

England (UK),
United Kingdom
(UK)

N/A Education and
training

Evaluating human
behaviour

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination Not known 2021-07-30

Algorithm to predict risk of
teenage pregnancy

Salta provincial
government
(Argentina)

Salta (Argentina),
Argentina Microsoft Social

services

Profiling and
ranking people,
evaluating human
behaviour,
predicting human
behaviour

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination Not known 2021-07-30

Algorithm to predict risk of
dropping out of school

Salta provincial
government
(Argentina)

Salta (Argentina),
Argentina Microsoft Education and

training

Profiling and
ranking people,
evaluating human
behaviour,
predicting human
behaviour

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination Not known 2021-07-30

Algorithm to determine services
to the unemployed

Spanish Public
Employment
Service

Spain N/A

Labour and
employment,
social
services

Profiling and
ranking people,
predicting human
behaviour

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination Not known 2021-07-30

PARCOURS UP | Screening of
university applicants

France's Ministry
of Education France N/A Education and

training

Evaluating human
behaviour,  profiling
and ranking people

Public
administration

Threat to privacy,
socioeconomic
discrimination

Not known 2021-07-30

Algorithm to allocate housing to
the homeless

Los Angeles
municipality (US)

Los Angeles
(US), United
States (US)

N/A Social
services

Predicting human
behaviour, profiling
and ranking people

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination, threat
to privacy

Not known 2021-07-30
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Algorithm to screen medical
school applicants

"St. George's
Hospital Medical
School (London,
UK)"

London (UK),
United Kingdom
(UK)

N/A Education and
training

Profiling and
ranking people Private sector

Socioeconomic
discrimination,
gender
discrimination, racial
discrimination

No longer
in use 2021-07-30

REKOGNITION | Facial
recognition

Amazon,
Orlando Police
Department (US)

Worldwide,
Orlando (US),
United States
(US)

Amazon Policing and
security

Identifying images
of faces

Public
administration,
private sector

Threat to privacy,
racial discrimination,
socioeconomic
discrimination, state
surveillance

Not known 2021-07-30

Algorithm to match judges with
cases

Polish Ministry of
Justice Poland N/A

Justice and
democratic
processes

Automating tasks Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination Not known 2021-07-30

Utopia Analytics online content
moderation algorithm

tutti.ch (Swiss
peer-to-peer
sales platform),
Suomi24 (Finnish
public forum)

Switzerland,
Finland Utopia Analytics

Communicati
on and media,
business and
commerce

Evaluating human
behaviour,
automating tasks

Private sector

Disseminating
misinformation, social
polarisation /
radicalisation

Not known 2021-07-30

Palantir policing algorithm

Danish Police,
Danish
Intelligence
Services

Denmark Palantir Policing and
security

Automating tasks,
predicting human
behaviour

Public
administration

State surveillance,
threat to privacy Not known 2021-07-30

IBORDERCONTROL | Automatic
lie detector

EU border
control agencies

European Union
(EU)

European
Dynamics

Policing and
security

Profiling and
ranking people,
evaluating human
behaviour,
predicting human
behaviour

Public
administration

Threat to privacy,
racial discrimination,
state surveillance

Not known 2021-07-30

Algorithm to profile public
employment applicants

Flemish public
employment
service (VDAB)
(Belgium)

Flanders
(Belgium),
Belgium

N/A Labour and
employment

Profiling and
ranking people,
evaluating human
behaviour

Public
administration

Socioeconomic
discrimination Not known 2021-07-30
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